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The dark web is notorious for the illicit activities it facilitates, including human trafficking, narcotics and 
weapons sales, and illegally obtained information transfers. In order to combat this constant, invisible threat 
to security, governments and experts have called for tougher legislation and increased surveillance. But on the 
opposite end of all this crime and villainy lie persecuted groups who use the dark web and the anonymity it 
affords to protect themselves from retaliation. This article uses Atavist’s digital storytelling medium to explore 
how hackers “hack” the web, ethical questions surrounding the dark web, and policy solutions to cyber security. 

To view the article, visit https://smad470.atavist.com/hackers-and-the-dark-net.
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OVERVIEW
Vastly larger than the usual “surface” Web that the 
typical user is familiar with, the Dark Net is the 
gathering place for all those Internet- and tech-savvy 
individuals who prefer their anonymity. Accessed 
primarily by the free-to-download Tor browser, which 
routes connections through multiple server networks 
and sometimes across continents, the Dark Net allows 
anyone who has the appropriate know-how to find and 
use spaces to a multitude of ends. Popular stock on the 
Dark Net includes weapons, child pornography, drugs, 
malware, stolen credit card details, and pirated movies 
and music, all paid for by the anonymity-protecting 
digital currency Bitcoin.

In addition to goods and services, the Dark Net also 
allows groups to communicate without worrying 
about the authorities intercepting their messages or 
discovering the identities of members. Groups like 
ISIS and organized crime cells use the Dark Net to 
recruit, plan, and collaborate. And, as soon as the 
authorities shut down a Dark Net site—if ever—another 
equally, if not more difficult to locate, site appears 
instantaneously.

In order to combat this constant, invisible threat to 
security, governments and experts call for tougher 
legislation and increased surveillance. But on the 
opposite end from all this crime and villainy lie 
persecuted groups who use the Dark Net and its offer 
of anonymity to protect themselves from retaliation. 
Ethnic minorities, religious groups, and political 
activists are able to exercise their rights to freedom of 
expression and speech as well as organize and support 
one another without the fear of being exposed or 
endangered for their beliefs.

EDITORS’ NOTE:
JMURJ is proud to present its second multimedia piece, “Hackers and the Dark Net,” by a team of Media Arts & Design 
students. We have offered a brief exerpt here. The full work, created on Atavist, is available at the link below. 
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https://smad470.atavist.com/hackers-and-the-dark-net



